
BIRD SPOTTING   
 

Questions devised by C.M. Weatherley & Chris Wright 
 

All the clues below relate to Birds of Britain 
 

These 38 lockdown quizzes have been downloaded hundreds of times and hopefully enjoyed by 
u3a members.  Many thanks for the efforts of those members who have contributed 
questions.  However, I need more contributions to keep them going. Generally a quiz has 50-60 
questions on a theme, but if you can only provide a smaller number that is probably enough 
inspiration for me to increase it.  You would of course be credited as a deviser and share the 
copyright.  Please help.  Contact chrisandsuewright@gmail.com. 
  

 
1 Could be used to check mate  
2 Batman’s helper  
3 Female sailor  
4 Coiled hair on a short sheep  
5 Accommodate doctor in Portwenn  
6 Greet confusingly,  but not by much  
7 This could tie you up  
8 Member of a rugby team in Swansea  
9 No runs for a Chinese bureaucrat  
10 Dark and famous in Scotland  
11 Match-maker with a voice problem  
12 Grain husk and about 2.5cm  
13 Make a sly remark  
14 Circuit of an RAF formation  
15 He uses a spade to shift earth  
16 Primary colour on a string in the wind  
17 Greedy person  
18 One of 24 used to make a pie  
19 Royal angler  
20 Could put it in your pipe and smoke it  
21 Greyish-brown notch on a bow  
22 A bit of a long hill  
23 Boast about achieving  
24 Hearing device for a cereal  
25 Gaspin’ after exercise  
26 Shake with fear  
27 Auks reversed from the far north  
28 Cowardly tool  
29 Jam container for bedtime  
30 Suzuki car model, ironically not fast!  
31 Cowardly dogs do this to show affection  
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32 Famous actor with a long fish  
33 Bog runner  
34 Backward deer flags for a party  
35 Left wing vote  
36 Jealous tree tapper  
37 Pub cut short religious humour  
38 Do this to a rock to get food underneath  
39 A bit of fun in the air  
40 One of these doesn’t make a summer  
41 The cost of anger  
42 Worn by New Zealand Cricketer  
43 Sound of a tenth letter  
44 One big roller coaster ride in Blackpool  
45 Stalker at bride-to-be’s party  
46 Coloured beginning  
47 Polish the aerofoil  
48 Rentokil insect strip is sticky and blotchy  
49 Symbol of the tower  
50 Shade of bluey green  
51 RR engine powered the Spitfire  
52 Very windy dark hours  
53 It’s a pigeon sound to a T  
54 A long handle on the putting area  
55 Farm shed on a low mix  
56 Traditional game with a donkey  
57 Idiot down the mine  
58 How much the barber charges for a shave  
59 My model-making activity  
60 After a catnap  
61 Reptile with a bird of peace  
62 Sound of a dog bark  
63 Bond movie  
64 Incubate from a kernel  
65 Conversation with a pebble  
66 Down to a pillow  
67 Singer on a tree near water  
68 Captain in a TV department store  
69 Silly person with sunburn on front of neck  
70 Small period of work  
 
 
These quizzes are intended for the enjoyment of u3a members and are subject to 
copyright.  Please do not copy them for non-u3a groups and clubs without permission.  


